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ADVICE
Read more
SKU: BOOK-A
₪73 :Price

THE POWER OF PSALMS - 1 + 2

Saying Tehillim (Psalms) is an age-old Jewish practice. The image of the well-
worn volume soaked with a mother’s tears accompanies many children as
they grow up. Individuals, congregations and entire communities say Tehillim
to evoke merit for the sick, those in danger, the childless, and many others.
Psalms are also part of our daily prayers, giving voice to our desire to connect
.with God

For many of us, though, the Tehillim remain an enigma. How exactly do we
apply King David’s prayers to our own situation? How do we arouse our hearts
with words that we may not understand fully? In short, how do we find
?ourselves in the Psalms

Rebbe Nachman of Breslov shows us how. His teachings probe and extract
the deeper meaning of Psalms and their import for our daily lives. With
incisive commentary and original insights, the

Rebbe transforms our saying of Tehillim from rote recital to genuine prayer.
The next time you “say Tehillim,” say it with The Power of Psalms. With Rebbe
Nachman at your side, you can indeed find yourself and your inspiration in the
.Psalms

.The first volume covers until Psalm 41. Volume 2 covers until Psalm 72

.The set is finally available after being out of stock for a long time

Read more
SKU: SET-POP
₪80 ₪99 :Price
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THE TREASURY OF UNEARNED GIFTS

By Chaim Kramer
Would you like to be rich ? really rich? Would you like to be able to turn what
seems like nothing into something of great value? Then come make a
withdrawal from the Treasury of Unearned Gifts. Combining timeless wisdom
with contemporary insight, Rebbe Nachman illuminates the way to happiness
and contentment in life. Unlock the untold treasuries within yourself, and live
like a millionaire for eternity! This book tells you how.
Softcover. 98 pages.
Size: 5″ x 8″

Read more
SKU: BOOK-TUG
₪26 :Price

BRESLOV PIRKEY AVOT

Translated and annotated by Dovid Sears
Edited by Avraham Sutton

The Sages of the Mishnah bequeathed a collection of short, pithy maxims to
light the way for moral and ethical living by generations to come. Drawing out
the hints, allusions and mystical connotations of our Sages' words, Rebbe
Nachman shows how Pirkey Avot is also a primer for attaining spiritual
greatness and closeness to God. This attractive, large-format edition features
easy-to-follow explanations of the simple meaning of each Mishnah; Breslov
insights into the deeper significance of the Sages' words; short essays on key
Kabbalistic concepts, and true stories from Breslov tradition showing the
lessons of our Sages in action. Fully referenced, with complete bibliography
.and explanatory notes

Hardcover. 352 pages.
"Size: 8.25" x 10.5

 

Read more
SKU: BOOK-BPA
₪150 :Price
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EARNING A LIVING EARNING A LIFE

The daily grind. Grunt work. Working like a dog. If we view work as a curse,
we’ll miss the incredible benefits that it gives us and all of humanity. For
starters, it enables us to increase holiness in the world, open the channels of
bounty from above, and spread the peace and security of Shabbat – our “day
.off” – to the rest of the week

Read more
SKU: BOOK-ELEL
₪56 ₪69 :Price

TZADDIK, A PORTAIT OF REBBE
(NACHMAN (NEW EDITION

Translated by Avraham Greenbaum
An intimate biographical portrait of Rebbe Nachman by the one who knew
him best - Reb Noson, his closest disciple. Containing numerous conversations
and a variety of the Rebbe’s sayings, stories, dreams and visions, this work
gives readers a clearer picture of who Rebbe Nachman was and the import of
his teachings. Annotated, with full source references and supplementary
information.
Hardcover. 543 pages. Index.
Size: 6″ x 9″

Read more
SKU: BOOK-TPRN
₪56 ₪75 :Price

THE FLAME OF THE HEART

Translations of selected prayers from Likutey Tefilot on a variety of topics.
Softcover. 110 pages.
Size: 5″ x 8″

Read more
SKU: BOOK-FH
₪35 :Price
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?I WILL SING! - AZAMRA!, WHERE? - AYEH

In Azamra! (I will sing!), the Rebbe points the way to happiness ? by finding
the "good points" in ourselves and others.
Rebbe Nachman's Ayeh? (Where?), ?shows us how to find hope in even the
darkest, most desperate situations.
Softcover. 182 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6

Read more
SKU: BOOK-IWSAWA
₪20 ₪26 :Price
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